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AEGLE ADDS A GLOBAL XRS TO ITS
CHARTER FLEET
27 OCTOBER 2020, HONG KONG – With the recent border restrictions slowly

lifting, more of our clients are considering to charter aircraft for their travel
needs.
AEGLE AVIATION is pleased to announce the availability of a Global XRS made

available for charter on our Aruban charter certificate.
“There has been an increasing number of wealthy flyers switching to fly private
jets to reduce the risk of catching coronavirus from other passengers on
commercial flights. Our team has been helping our clients and their families to
move safely and head home ahead of restrictions being in force.” According to
AEGLE’s director, Greg Ng.
With the increase in demand, AEGLE is poised to support clients either by
chartering their jets when it is idle to help with operating costs, or moving
passengers efficiently on our fleet of charter planes.” added Joyce Kee, CEO of
AEGLE Aviation.
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Notes to Editors
About AEGLE Aviation
AEGLE Aviation was established in Hong Kong, specializing in business jet operations and charters,
technical consultancy including aircraft refurbishments, business jets purchase, aircraft delivery
advisory; aircraft registration and certification, and other related services. AEGLE also has an Aruban
charter certificate to provide business jet charter services, allowing a safe and private way to travel.

The AEGLE team has an extensive track record in managing business jets for re-known high net worth
individuals around Asia, and has received many positive word-of-mouth and referrals from
businessmen, who recommend to their friends about Aegle services. Collectively the Aegle team has
decades of experience and more importantly hopes to bring about a positive perception change about
the way business jet should be managed, to make it a positive and hassle-free experience for the
aircraft owners.

AEGLE (Ancient Greek: Αἴγλη) symbolizes ‘Brightness’ and ‘Splendor’ like a diamond in Greek
mythology, signifying the ‘6-star diamond’ service promise AEGLE has made to its clients.
The AEGLE Aviation stakeholders believe that there is a growing need for both genuine and bespoke
service for business jets owners and the AEGLE team is fully committed to this vision.

For further details, please visit https://www.aegleaviation.com/

About The Department of Civil Aviation of Aruba
The Aruban Civil Aviation Authority was founded in August 1984 as Bureau Luchtvaart Zaken (Bureau
of Aviation Affairs). On January 1st, 1986 the Department Civil Aviation achieved its legal basis when
Aruba reached its Status Aparte (autonomous status) within the Kingdom of the Netherlands. During
the 25 years of Status Aparte within the Kingdom of The Netherlands, Aruba has come a long way in
the field of civil aviation. Its liberal air transport policy, growing tourism industry, the adaption of the
Joint Aviation Regulations of the European Union as Aruban laws, membership in the Latin American
Civil Aviation Commission (LACAC), prominent role in the Transport Committee of the ACS, presence in
the Assemblies of ICAO, and the many bilateral agreements signed, have shown the dynamism in
Aruba's policy towards international air transport. It is clear that Aruba is working towards securing its
economic future, and improvements are being made upon what has been achieved up to now.

For further details, please visit http://www.dca.gov.aw/about
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